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TD300 GPS Tracker
Quick Start Guide
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Insert SIM Card:
 Note:
 Please MUST use the SIM cards provided by Telecom companies
which are verified by AVECL as compatible. Otherwise, it’s not able to
guarantee the TD300 trackers will function properly.
 Please make sure the SIM card provides the functions of voice call, SMS
and GPRS data transmission.
 Please disable the SIM PIN code, “voice mail”, “call waiting” and “call
forward” functions of SIM card before insert it into TD300 GPS Tracker.
1.1

Unlock and follow the indicated direction to open the battery cover.

1.2

Insert the SIM card as the label indicated (metal contact face down).

Insert Battery:
 Note:
 For first time use, rechargeable battery requires a complete charge.
please charge the battery for 4 hours at least before use.
 While charging the battery, the more sufficient way is to have the Tracker
Power OFF.
2.1

Insert the battery by the correct direction.
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2.2

Put the battery cover back and lock it.

3

Power ON TD300 GPS Tracker:
Press and hold the power button (about 2 seconds) until the LEDs start blinking.

4

LED Indication:
Power Status
LED Color
Status

Steady Orange (LED OFF if fully charged)

Blinking Red
Low Battery

Charging
GSM Status

LED (Green)

Blinking every 0.5 sec.

Blinking every 1 sec.
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Blinking every 3 sec.
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Status



Power Saving Mode

Searching the network Connected to the
network

Note:
 The Tracker has to be in the GSM and GPRS coverage and in good signal
reception condition to make sure all the functions work properly.
GPS Status

LED (blue)

LED OFF

Blinking every 1 sec. Blinking every 3 sec.

Status

Power Saving Mode

GPS is not fixed (no
location available)



GPS 3D fixed
(location is available)

Note:


The Tracker has to be in the outdoor environment (won’t have GPS signal
indoor).

In certain critical environments such as tunnels have no GPS

signal transmission).
5

SOS Button:
By pushing SOS button, TD300 GPS Tracker will send the emergency alarm to the
pre-set phone number and service center.

6

Login to tracking website:
6.1.1 Go to tracking website http://www.anytra.com
6.1.2 For first time login, use IMEI and Serial numbers as User Name and
Password.
User Name
= IMEI Number
Password
= Serial Number


Note: The IMEI and Serial Numbers have been stated on the
Tracker and Gift box.
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